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### Definition of Values
- A condition that one prefers
- Quality of being useful or worthwhile
- Core beliefs or desires
- Essential principles or standards

### Types of Values
- Ethical Values
- Non Ethical Values

### Factors Affecting Values in Schools
- Parents and the community
- Administrators
- Teachers
- Schools

### Values to Be Taught in Schools
- Honesty, integrity, fidelity, fairness, caring for others, respect for others, responsible citizens, pursuit for excellency, accountability and aesthetics

### Importance of Teaching Values
- Beneficial values are not being acquired
- Weakening of family structures and negative effects of media and divorce
- Channel of teaching core values to children
- Misunderstandings in societal values
ROLE OF EDUCATION

- Promoting moral virtues to children
- Promoting aesthetic values to children
- Teaching children values implicitly and explicitly
- Focusing on common values

CONCLUSION

- Education and values are inseparable
- Teaching of values helps children to understand, develop and nurture values that will enable them determine the right direction for any situation and live morally in the society, hence need for teaching values in education
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